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Here you can find the menu of Restaurant Metropolitain in Québec. At the moment, there are 16 meals and
drinks on the menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. The place also offers the

possibility to sit outside and eat in beautiful weather. What User doesn't like about Restaurant Metropolitain:
Stopped in for lunch and was extremely pleased. Nice atmosphere, friendly, competent service and really good

food. We started with a very tasty order of gyoza and then dug into our sashimi and maki. All the rolls were
excellent and the sashimi was very fresh....Did I mention that they feature toro? So good and priced fairly. Will

definitely return. read more. At Restaurant Metropolitain from Québec, delicious sushi (e.g., Maki and Te-Maki)
is prepared for you, along with many other variations, always fresh with ingredients like fish, vegetables and
meat, on the menu there are also a lot of Asian dishes. A lot of fresh vegetables, fish and meat is used in the
healthy Japanese cuisine of Restaurant Metropolitain, The inventive fusion of different dishes with fresh and

occasionally daring products is highly valued by the customers - a good example of Asian Fusion.
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Mai� course�
SUSHI

Sid� dishe�
TERIYAKI SAUCE

Appet�er
TEMPURA

Mai� Cours�
GYOZA

Sonstige�
SASHIMI

Drink�
DRINKS

Sauce�
SAUCE

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

Desser�
MARS

SORBET

Asiatisch� Getränk�
ASAHI

SAPPORO

KIRIN

Ingredient� Use�
TERIYAKI

CHICKEN

CHICKEN TERIYAKI
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